The use of midbrain stimulation to identify the discharges of static and dynamic fusimotor neurones during reflex jaw movements in the anaesthetized cat.
In anaesthetized cats, it was possible to enhance the dynamic sensitivity to stretch of jaw muscle spindle primary afferents by electrical stimulation in the midbrain. This effect was taken to be due to excitation of dynamic fusimotor neurones and was used to identify fusimotor fibres as static or dynamic in recordings from the masseter nerve. During reflex movements, some fusimotor fibres fired tonically, while others were markedly modulated with increases in firing corresponding approximately to muscle shortening. The modulated group had a significantly higher mean resting firing frequency than the tonic group. Midbrain stimulation at points shown to produce dynamic effects on muscle spindle primary afferents increased the discharge frequency of the tonic fusimotor units, but did not significantly affect the modulated fusimotor units. We conclude that the fusimotor fibres in the masseter nerve which fire tonically during reflex jaw movements are probably of the dynamic type, while those which show strongly modulated increases in firing are probably static.